
Visualize your global  
risk portfolio with CatNet®
A newly revamped, powerful risk-assessment tool helps  
insurance buyers better assess catastrophe impacts 



 

We’ve further improved risk 
evaluation by adding new functions 
and geographical information to 
CatNet®. Users can now import 
their own Excel worksheets with 
location data, integrate them into the 
maps, run a hazard look-up and 
export the results. 



Wind hazard
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Tornado frequency
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Coastal flood risk

50-, 100-, 250- and 500-year global  
flood zones, based on Swiss Re’s  
proprietary technology

Lightning hazard

Volcanic ash thickness 

More coming soon
 

Assess your risk with CatNet®

Since 2003, clients have used CatNet®, our web-based natural hazards tool, to 
assess risk, import their portfolios and map every asset to understand its exposures. 

This cost-effective alternative to running complex catastrophe models is powered by 
Google Maps – and is backed by our expertise. CatNet removes the guesswork when it 
comes to understanding and assessing the natural hazards that can impact your 
portfolio and bottom line.

Clients can also visualize climate change impacts by overlaying temperature change out 
to year 2035, sea level rise out to year 2100 and precipitation change in summer and 
winter on the global map.

Use CatNet to overlay natural hazards, including:

In CatNet, tornado frequency is available globally.
Source: ESRI maps, NOAA



Coastal flood risk

50-, 100-, 250- and 500-year global  
flood zones, based on Swiss Re’s  
proprietary technology

Lightning hazard

Volcanic ash thickness 

More coming soon
 

Recent improvements include

With CatNet® clients can

CatNet shows historical tropical cyclones that have impacted Florida.
Source: Google Maps, Unisys, NOAA

See historical events that have occurred near an asset, including tropical 
cyclone tracks, earthquake epicenters and flood footprints. 

For recent events, generate an instant readout to determine if assets in a 
portfolio have been impacted.

Roll up natural hazard risk metrics for all locations and view them at a 
glance, in table form.

Get a comprehensive overview of a portfolio with an aggregated risk 
assessment report containing a map, population data and natural hazard 
risk metrics for a single location. The Risk Assessment Report is ideal for  
re/insurance submissions.

Improved single-risk assessments for better bottom-line results

Swift processes with new user interface to reduce costs

Sound product development support to facilitate growth

Increased transparency over different markets

Unique high-resolution data, now including lightning and volcanic hazards

Very broad usage from underwriting to data cleansing and post-event 
discussions



Display satellite imagery

CatNet displays the seismic hazard in the Eastern US.
Source: Google Maps, USGS, GSHAP 

Powered by Google Maps, CatNet® displays satellite imagery so users can zoom 
into a location to determine how a specific property is exposed to natural hazards. 
This is particularly important for flood, where a land parcel might be in a flood zone 
but the physical structure is outside, or vice versa.

Is your portfolio growing? Add assets and overlay natural hazards for an instant 
analysis of the hazard environment. Receive real-time information and data from 
the Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS). It’s built into CatNet 
for easy reference and notification. View details of the event, including location, 
intensity and population within 100km.

Learn more about CatNet and watch our new video at www.swissre.com/catnet.

Contact your property underwriter or local sales representative to request a  
CatNet demonstration.

Intuitive and user-friendly, CatNet is available to 
clients at no charge and offers real value to risk 
assessment. Gain critical insights about portfolio 
management, accumulation control and post-event 
impact with CatNet’s robust mapping technology, 
tool features and vivid displays. 
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